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STOP PRES$. .. NINERS STRIKEUPD/‘KTE ..
THE STRIKE \s OVER (o|=\==|unL.\_Y)....  
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0n the day of the ‘official’ end of the strike, 50,000 miners still refused to return
to work - in defiance of their National Union - until their sacked comrades were reinstated.

s includes 45%§in the Scottish coalfields and 90%%in Kent. The NUM executives at
ional level have now ratified the continued strike in these areas. T
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V YICTORY IN DEFE1A‘1‘...preparations éor the future.  

This strike has seen amazing levels of class_
militancy and solidarity. Vast sections of the V, _ P »
mining communities have had their political H - r" r, M
attitudes radically transformed. Women have S 5
organised themselves autonomously to support .
the strike, often rejecting the sexist role q»
of ‘food providers‘ to go out picketing. '
Hit Squads have been organised involving T
thousands of miners coordinating to sabotage -
NCB property and riots have occurred where -
strikers have quickly developed techniques to
hold off and out wit the well trained, well
prepared and WELL PAID police who had horses,
vans, radio's, shields, batons etc. The miners, | II
“armed only with working class initiative and E
solidarity managed to put up a fantastic fight ‘
with what ever was available... bricks, bottles, ; 1

es, concrete blocks, burning barricades and Q ' i  
egraph poles! The police have become defin- It’s as slnlple as

ively known as class enemies to large sections | a, plI1g,,, |
of the class.

All these points bode well for the future =
of the class war in Britain. Links that have
been made with workers in other countries
(surepe and Australia particularly) should be
strengthend and extended...international co- _
ordination is vital to the effective combat -
of the international attacks being waged against _ _ fi _ q

1 T of real victory for the miners. A RLAL victory
our G ass. . _ _ T for the miners would have been a defeat for the

The state has “Bed ever? bastard tT1°k It governers of British capitalism (ie Tories), the 5
can think of to defeat the min@rS- $*ar"ati°n would-be governers of British capitalism (ie sns,
tactics from the DHSS, mass arrests (over 10,000), Labour), and collaborators within it (ie the TUC ,
road blocks, intimidation and indiscriminate * and_the unions)_ Indeed it would have been a 4
beating by the ri°t °°P3- Kan6er°° °°uI*9v T 1 defeat for the international ruling class.

_ where being on strike becomes a confession of m _ k k f
guilt deserving the stiffest pena1ties___ €fiERR€L£A TAC.ICS....time to ma e a mon e o

- - e s a e . .  and anti-strike lyin g propaganda by the media, ' n
at times so crude it would have made Goebels ' " The reinstatement of those sacked during' l
himself blush! All this was done in order to the dispute, the dropping of charges and the
smash the working class into passivity. The ' release of imprisoned strikers, are all demands.
state is all too aware how much of a threat to to be pursued using whatever tactics are neces-
its continued existence a militant working class r sary. Hopefully the state has only succeeded "
is. The demands of the miners, for the protection ~ in driving the struggle underground, where it Y
°f their j°bB and °°mm“niti°9 °nn°t be met f°rH,-, y ,i1 "ill_be continued.using sabotage and guerillan-.--;l
long within the framework of capitalism. For tactics.... a form of struggle which demands '
this reason not only the Tories but also the lanieven greater degree of militancy and commit-
Labour Party were actively opposed to any kind iment from the significant minority it seems T
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likely will be involved. Damage to NCB equip- Errata (is that how you spell it?)...,PAGE 10
ment and conflicts with scabs seem inevitable, the ‘Ways Forward‘ section says that nfifi*?EEEe
unofficial continuation 65 the strike has already " where
happened and susequently been endorsed by sections were sent to America, which is obviously rubbish
of the NUM. One pit was successfully picketed However it gives us scope for the first ever .
out by just 5 Kent miners. Many strikers in Careless Talk competition.... The first person
this area wanted to stay out despite the execut- to send us the correct location of the NUM funds
ive's call for a return to work, but were told plus a way of ensuring that next time enqegh of
that by placing themselves outside the union it is made available to maintain effective pic
‘they would become the equivalent of scabs and picketing will win a.ten year free subscription 
may be subject to disciplinary action. It to Careless Talk.
seems that loyalty to the union comes above
loyalty to the strike. Many are now hoping
Kent miners will picket their pits. by the ‘Workers’ "Revolutionary(?)" Party has

ended up scabbing in this area. The sole
. remaining Newsline seller is now the subject of

p, . much piss-taking amongst those who didn't scab.
no DI“JISIONS....unite and fight. T111? 0°" Zialms 3 membership sf over 10.000_ w ic means eir members are even more pathetic

The biggest danger to the progression of and in active than the other trot gr°ups!!
;the working class at the moment is confusing _ _
isections of the working class with the union
‘leaders’ of that section. The State, with the , C “'“i ‘  To v i " i
help of the TUC and other unions succeeded to M
a large degree in isolating the miners - despite v ' V", T
strikes by the dockers, carworkers, teachers, - --
wildcat strikes from steel workers in Scotland
and solidarity actions by workers abroad. Many
miners, feeling betrayed by other sections of
the class have vowed not to support those sections

*'* 1when they are attacked. THIS IS EXACTLY JHAT
THE STATE WANTS! They are making and investment
in the future of CAPITAL, when they buy off ,-
sections of the class whilst attacking others T
(first steel, now the miners, teachers, Michelin
workers etc. .... next it could be YOU, or even
you AGAIN!!!!). when they have defeated one
section they can defeat the others by relying
on the general demoralisation §§Q_the resentment '
of the recently defeated section towards those
who refused to help them. Despite the support
of many steelwcrkers for the strike, and the f
fact that it would be in their DIRECT INTERESTS es" geane
to link their struggle to that of the miners, ee _
the Union leadership prevented effective solidarity
on the grounds that the miners (ie the HUM) did _ _e,e§§
little to help them in the steel strike. This }§§e'
kind of approach helps no one except the ruling T .i
class.

with the official end of the miners strike y
the govenment will feel confident in attacking *

Ca-ll ‘rat ')other SECt iOHS ' :§;;:?f_'::-:§:'E§;'5;_';"

zitthe class, left, right and centre. The w 5 '"“m“”““mwm
ernative to these attacks is an organised and A A fireman fights a field'blsze started b 0

united class offensive. Alread in 1 8 t y
number of ‘days lost was 30$-5 up Zn thegpievlizus pet"?! bombs at Kiverton Park Come”
year NOT including the miners strike! This 0

i |increasing level of class militancy will only v s

22.;‘£§2“i1':.fe;'3!§2.§°Z3‘:“J.2§.“§‘;;“§i£12252.  I N Bereuum RELENT|,_~/
- 8.e ch section supporting the others in the |sirens:.:i:;“:i:*n::;‘s:::i:;?*°1* 1 ,'1,‘fSEeQE};*,*,;}‘q*'f\§_§_E,,QH'g",;'E'7'_<

S I0__ ___  _ c  PIC-r5 IN sou0HR\T~/wm-|
RELJi.ASr. CLASS vJAR PRIS0%fl§f!qg;S! H"
AMNESTY FOR ALL SACKED

 ___ PERHPWS "THIS SVICTORY T0 his wcsrinc ciese... Couw HAPPEN _H0E_|7~A|'EQ?F' THING!
We have nothing to loose
'WEIHAVE A WORLD T0 wIN!! v  
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